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Below, you will find a series of questions to consider and answer. Underneath these questions 
are notes based on my experiences with other churches and basic information that is related 
to that particular question. !!
1.  What is the church’s general budget for this project? 

This is usually the first question I ask churches. Sometimes this is tied to the funds for a new building project, 
where it is probably of less concern because the funds are there. Sometimes there are no specific funds 
allocated toward graphic design. The two main reasons I ask this question: 1) So I know what I can do within the 
limits of the budget, and 2) So that the church understands what can and cannot be done within their budget. !

2.  What is the time-frame for the completion of this project? 
Logo projects can run anywhere from 3-6 months depending on the time it takes me to research the project in 
the early stages and the time it takes the council/committee to respond to various drafts. In some cases, a 
specific date is set when the logo is presented to the congregation. Council meeting dates can also be 
beneficial to keep me and the project on track. However, most correspondence and approvals can be made via 
email and don’t need a physical meeting to approve designs. !

3.  How would you prefer to pay for this project? 
For a logo, most WELS churches fall within the $1000-2000 range. Many churches, because of budgetary 
concerns, will negotiate with me on a fixed price for the entire project based on what they wish to do and what I 
can do within the confines of their budget. The initial designs with slight variations factor into the pricing, 
whether you decide on a fixed price or wish to pay by the hour. Research and development of those first drafts 
take up the lion's share of the project, while the further revisions are much quicker to develop, depending on the 
timely feedback of the council and committees. I have found that it is easier for churches to decide on a fixed 
price along with the minimum amount of initial designs expected from me. For example, a project that is 25 
hours at a rate of $50 and hour, the flat-rate cost of the project will be $1250. It is typical that I ask for 50% of 
the cost up front, but I can negotiate a slightly lower percentage if you would feel more comfortable doing so. !

4.  How many logo variations do you want? 
This varies from church to church. Most often, there is a main logo (e.g. Trinity Lutheran) with three variations if 
there is a school (e.g. Trinity Lutheran Church, Trinity Lutheran School, Trinity Lutheran Church & School). These 
variations pertain to the text in the logo and not necessarily the graphic/art portion. However, depending on the 
direction of the drafts and concepts, this can play a big factor in the early stages of the project. !

5.  Do you want a clean-break from your previous logo? 
Most churches that I have worked with did not have a logo that was previously tied to their church. For those with 
a logo already, this is a very big question. !

6.  What is your target audience? 
This is a bit of rhetorical question when asked of Christian churches, but is nonetheless very important. A 
temptation for many congregations is to focus too much on what they personally want and how the new logo 
relates to the previous one. However, it’s important to consider how others outside the church view the new 
logo. Is it inviting and memorable? Does it communicate that this is a church? A logo is indeed a point of pride 
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for church members and a symbol of the community in which they belong, but it is also a symbol that others in 
the area associate with your church and school. This is more of a question that is asked throughout the entire 
process of creating a new logo. !

7.  Is there a specific direction you want me to take with the logo? 
Some churches have a clear vision for the direction and style of their new logo. Most do not, but it’s something 
worth asking just in case. I appreciate people’s different viewpoints and opinions. It often helps me to work 
through the earliest stages of conceptual design. !

8.  Is there a specific color(s) that you would want? 
Along the lines of the previous question, this is not entirely necessary for you to answer, especially at this time. 
The majority of the first drafts will be black and white, but I will sometimes add color to help visualize the 
concept. The final colors and swatches will be chosen towards the end of the project. !

9.  How will this logo be applied? 
The three main applications of a logo are print, digital, and embroidery. This is important when working on the 
details of the logo. I try to keep my logos simple and timeless, and as a result, they can be easily transferred to 
different media with little-to-no changes. You will receive all the necessary print files, web graphics, and media 
files that could be used on a variety of different media. This would also include all the variations of the logo, 
along with grayscale and one-color versions. !

10.  Are there any questions you would like to ask of me? 
I’m free during the entire process to answer any questions you have. Many of the question come within the first 
stage of the project and before the project officially begins. The ones I’ve asked above may not cover everything 
but help me formulate a plan of action and to finalize the details of what is expected of me and of the 
congregation. !!!

Summary of What to Expect !
Each project is divided into 3 stages: 1) Initial drafts of 4+ designs with variations on those 
designs, 2) A narrowed-down list of ~2-3 designs with revisions, and 3) A final logo with 
revisions. !
After the initial payment is made, I will begin with the project research and development of 
the first drafts. This can take upwards to a month. !
Drafts are presented to the Pastor(s), council and possibly the outreach/communications 
committee if established. Decisions are made until there are no more than two designs left. 
The last design is typically chosen by the council/committee and then presented to the 
congregation. Previous experience of having the congregation decide on the last two or 
three logo designs has proved to not be the best course of action. Typically, it’s best to leave 
the final decision with the council, while getting feedback from the outreach, 
communications, and school committees. 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Once the final logo is chosen, I will begin exporting and packaging it in all its variations and 
file-types. Here are some of the files you would expect to receive from me: !
- JPG, PNG (transparent background), TIF, EPS, AI, and PSD files in all variations and colors  
- ICO (favicons for web browsers)  
- PDF style guide that lists the color values and general rules when applying the logo to print and digital materials. 
- Desktop and mobile device wallpapers (multiple sizes)  
- Social media icons (Facebook, Twitter, Flickr, etc.) 
- iOS and Android Webclip icons (bookmark icons for a mobile device's home screen) !
As part of my ongoing service to WELS churches who have hired me, any specific file types or 
sizes of the logo that were not given in the final logo package will be given to you at your 
request free of charge. !
The final invoice is sent to you along with the logo package. !!!
Intellectual Property Rights !
As a safety precaution, I like to highlight a few points about the rights to the logo. These are 
to protect both you and me. Here is a brief summary as it relates to this project: !
1. Any fonts that I use, whether for conceptual designs or the final logo, are copyrighted by 

the person(s) who made them. Upon the completion of this project, information will be 
given as to how the fonts used may be acquired (free downloads or otherwise). 

2. All concepts and initial drafts are copyrighted to me and cannot be used without my 
permission.  

3. You have an exclusive license to use the logo. I will not sell it or use it for any other project. 
4. You may not alter or modify the logo in any way. If you need any changes, just let me 

know. This will typically be of no extra cost to you, unless it is a substantial change. 
5. I have the right to add the final logo and church to my professional portfolio.
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